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HOW IT WORKS

Overview

ALTR’s Cloud Integration to Snowflake is a native integration that provides a simple way for organizations to gain insight into Snow-

flake data consumption, create governance policy to contextually control access to sensitive data, and automatically respond to po-

tential threats. The Cloud Integration requires no software deployment, no proxy configuration, no application changes, and no code; 

simply connect ALTR to your Snowflake account to get started.

How Does the Cloud Integration Work?

ALTR utilizes a service account to maintain its connection to Snowflake. The service account user and role is responsible for maintain-

ing policy created by ALTR within Snowflake, as well as reporting Snowflake queries to ALTR.

When a data column is added to ALTR for observation, ALTR uses its service account to automatically create a masking policy within 

Snowflake. Additionally, the masking policy is modified to call out to ALTR’s platform, where contextual governance policy can be 

applied.

When requests are made for data governed by ALTR, Snowflake ensures ALTR reviews the request, blocking query execution if a user 

has inappropriate permissions. Advanced policy can also be created, optionally blocking requests that violate threshold limits set 

within the ALTR platform. Users who violate policy in this way can have their access to sensitive data revoked until an investigation is 

completed, protecting organizations from credentialed threats. 

Application and Data Type Support

ALTR’s Cloud Integration supports all connection methods to Snowflake, meaning you can use any application to connect to the plat-

form. As ALTR does not use a proxy, applications connect directly to Snowflake and don’t need to be modified in any way. 

ALTR can also observe and govern access to all data types that support Snowflake’s native masking policy.
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Does ALTR Impact Query Performance in Snowflake?

ALTR’s native integration to Snowflake ensures both agility and security. ALTR has zero performance impact on queries for non-gov-

erned data. Requests for governed data go directly from customer applications to Snowflake and back without routing through a third 

party proxy and incurring the performance and privacy costs that entails. For critically sensitive data tokenized by ALTR’s platform, 

ALTR detokenizes values on demand at cloud scale, returning values for Snowflake to include in the result set. 

Requests for data governed within ALTR incur a small amount of latency as policies are applied in real-time. This helps ensure sensi-

tive data can be securely stored, shared, and analyzed while mitigating the risks of data breaches and regulatory fines.
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Try it for yourself today by visiting get.altr.com/altr-free-trial.

You need to be data-driven. 
We help you get there.

get.altr.com/altr-free-trial

Does ALTR Affect My Snowflake Credit Usage?

Snowflake charges for its services based on usage, which are defined in three categories: storage, compute, and cloud services. ALTR 

has minimal impact on Snowflake credit usage, but varies depending on how its service account is configured and how frequently its 

services are called. 

STORAGE USAGE

ALTR has no impact on the amount of storage used in Snowflake.

COMPUTE USAGE

Snowflake charges compute credits for warehouses your organization uses. Usage is charged per second, with a minimum of 60 

seconds when a warehouse is started. During normal operating hours, an organization’s Snowflake usage ensures warehouses are 

consistently up and running, and when using a shared warehouse for ALTR’s service account, incremental compute usage is negligible.

Depending on client requirements, ALTR can be provisioned with its own warehouse to ensure we don’t contend with your queries for 

resources. If ALTR is provisioned on its own warehouse, compute credits will be consumed as requests are made for data governed 

by the ALTR platform.

CLOUD SERVICES USAGE

Snowflake charges for the cloud services credit usage that exceeds 10% of your organization’s total compute credit usage on a daily 

basis. When users request data that is governed by ALTR, Snowflake makes a request to the ALTR platform to determine whether the 

request should be allowed. This request consumes a small amount of cloud services credits, and typically is well below Snowflake’s 

10% threshold on a daily basis.
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